Adlib installs Coda ViRAY audio system into Liverpool
March 19th, 2015 - The UK’s first Coda Audio ViRAY sound system has been installed into Liverpool Philharmonic Hall home of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and one of the UK’s premier arts and entertainment venues Following a competitive tendering process Adlib’s Installation department was appointed to complete the specification the supply

Coda Audio Launches ViRAY with DDP Dual Diaphragm Planar
November 19th, 2019 - Coda Audio is never a company to rest on its laurels Always seeking to design and manufacture systems that deliver the very best possible audio quality the company’s latest mission has been to design the first truly compact three way line array That mission is now at a successful end with the launch of ViRAY

ISE 2013 Coda Audio marks ISE debut with ViRAY
January 28th, 2013 - ISE 2013 Coda Audio marks ISE debut with ViRAY German manufacturer Coda Audio which is exhibiting at ISE for the first time this year is presenting its new three way line array system ViRAY along with its CoRAY G and D series
ViRAY Compact Line Array CODA AUDIO Deutschland GmbH
November 1st, 2019 - ViRAY is a professional full range 3 way line array system for touring and installation applications and can be operated single or bi amped. It has a transmission range of 55Hz 22kHz 6dB an AES power of 600 W and can reach a peak level of 142 dB 6dB Crest

Coda Audio Viray 2013

Coda Audio ViRay Fast and Wide com
December 13th, 2019 - Coda Audio has unveiled its ViRay loudspeaker system for touring and fixed installation applications. With a maximum hang of 24 cabinets, ViRay can be used as single units as well as in multiple arrays allowing use FOH or as a side infill system.

66 days of celebration in Milano Coda Audio ViRAY Passes
December 26th, 2019 - 66 days of celebration in Milano Coda Audio ViRAY Passes Latin Test. Ten week Milan Latin Festival quite a duration indeed but nothing scary for Suono e Luci and their Coda Audio ViRAY system. The Milan Latin Festival is a 66 days celebration of the best Latin American artists on the planet.

Adlib’s New Coda Audio Viray System Is Supplied for Vocal
December 2nd, 2019 - Adlib’s Alan Harrison was systems tech for all things audio and ensured that Adlib’s new Coda Audio ViRAY system was optimised to perfection daily for FOH engineer Mark Clement. Ian Tomlinson designed the lighting and set for Adlib with Neil Holloway taking it out on the road as lighting director.

CODA ViRAY Passes Latin Test LightSoundJournal com
December 23rd, 2019 - Claudio Saoncella, Head of Audio at Suono e Luci valued customers of CODA Audio’s Italian distributor Decima 1948 opted for a ViRAY solution configured in Bi Amp. The system was installed into the Festival’s 1500sqm outdoor area which contained seating for more than 6 500.

CODA Audio AiRAY Makes African Debut Lighting amp Sound
November 21st, 2019 - CODA Audio’s South African distributors, Tadco have sold the first AiRAY system on the African continent to rental company Virtual Productions. Virtual was already enthusiastic users of a CODA ViRAY system which they have owned since 2013 and felt that the purchase of an AiRAY system was a natural progression.

Coda Viray opinions Speakerplans com Forums
December 3rd, 2019 - What do you make of the Coda ViRay? I had a listen a little while ago and imho it’s the best I’ve heard a small linearray not that I’ve heard all of them. It was only in a show room but the mid and treble really impressed me. The rigging looks handy also I’m interested in others opinions because Coda is a name I don’t hear often.
**ViRAY Archives ProSoundWeb**
November 15th, 2019 - ViRAY CODA Audio AiRAY Supports Corey Hart’s Never Surrender Tour Solotech reinforces artist’s first full arena tour of Canada since 1986 with AiRAY dual 12 inch 3 way line arrays and SCPF subwoofers Read More

**Coda Viray Line Array Virtual Productions**
December 3rd, 2019 - The Coda EASE Focus simulation software allows calculating the perfect curving setup for every application. When used together with the SCV F the ViRAY line array gives audio companies a flexible system for a wide range of applications from the smallest venue to a concert level sound.

**Coda Audio LinkedIn**
November 22nd, 2019 - Coda Audio is a leading designer and manufacturer of high quality pro audio loudspeaker systems. Core to our products are a number of unique patented driver technology designs which provide outstanding dynamic results as well as improved precision and reliability over conventional components. To

**AiRAY vision Coda Audio launches a new category in line arrays**
September 23rd, 2015 - AiRAY vision Coda Audio launches a ‘new category in line arrays’ in Cologne. By offering squeezed PA companies and installers high output in a compact footprint Coda Audio claims to have created ‘a new category in line arrays’.

**CODA Audio AiRAY Makes African Debut TPMEA**
December 24th, 2019 - CODA Audio’s South African distributors Tadco have sold the first AiRAY system on the African continent to leading rental company Virtual Productions. Virtual were already enthusiastic users of a CODA ViRAY system which they have owned since 2013 and felt that the purchase of an AiRAY system was a natural progression.

**Coda Audio International**
November 24th, 2019 - Coda Audio International 5 718 likes · 123 talking about this Coda Audio – European designer and manufacturer of high quality professional speaker systems

**Next Generation**
December 26th, 2019 - CODA’s patented Dual Diaphragm coaxial Planar wave driver Fig 1 and COUPLER technology is at the heart of the high output full range AiRAY and compact ViRAY line array systems. Discarding the traditional dome diaphragm compression driver design CODA Audio utilises a two way coaxial system employing two concentric annular ring diaphragms.

**Used Second hand CODA AUDIO ViRAY Series Sound Package**
December 2nd, 2019 - Used Second hand CODA AUDIO ViRAY Series Package of the best quality on the second hand market. With over 25 years of experience our deals are the best around.
**ViRAY Series – Coda Audio**

December 26th, 2019 - ViRAY compact line array systems consist of the ViRAY 3 way symmetrical line array module, the SCV F sensor controlled 18” subwoofer, and the dedicated CODA Audio amplifier racks. ViRAY compact line array systems are perfectly suited for theatres, live sound performance venues, clubs, houses of worship, corporate events and touring.

**Adlib wins UK distribution of Coda ViRay and TiRay**

December 28th, 2019 - Adlib Sales has been appointed a UK distributor for Coda Audio’s ViRay and TiRay loudspeaker ranges. The audio rental specialist and technical solutions provider has backed and invested in the German owned Coda brand since its launch and was an early adopter of Coda’s large and medium format line arrays for its rental stock.

**CODA Audio ViRAY i Cadac CDC six na Dniach Mr?gowa 2017**


‘Flexible’ Coda Audio ViRAY system used on Belgium Motown

April 30th, 2018 - A Coda Audio sound system was chosen for its suitability on a Motown tour in Belgium last month. Soul singer and actor Nathalie Meskens performed dates in cities including Ghent and Antwerp having also performed the same set at festivals last summer. Front of House engineer Peter Claes chose Studio.

**CodaAudio Viray SCPF Hops8T Linus14D Coda Audio**

December 9th, 2019 - CodaAudio Viray SCPF Hops8T Linus14D

**Adlib Announced as Coda Audio ViRAY Distributors for the**

November 14th, 2019 - UK Liverpool based Adlib’s sales division has been appointed a UK distributor for Coda Audio’s ViRAY and TiRAY product ranges. The audio rental specialist and technical solutions provider has backed and invested heavily in the German owned Coda brand since its launch and was an early adopter of Coda’s large and medium format line.

**ViRAY F1 Sound Co Ltd**

December 15th, 2019 - installations ViRAY has been created to surpass and excite the needs of both user and listener in equal measure. Introducing “ViRAY” Coda Audio’s new compact 3 way symmetrical line array system with DDP technology. As with all Coda Audio products, the design concept of a new product always starts with the key components ViRAY is no.

**Coda ViRAY passes Latin test LSi Online**

November 30th, 2019 - Claudio Saoncella head of audio at Suono e Luci customers of Coda Audio’s Italian distributor Decima 1948 opted.
for a ViRAY solution configured in Bi Amp The system was installed into the festival’s 1500sq m outdoor area which contained seating for more than 6,500.

CODA AUDIO Public Group Facebook
November 5th, 2019 - CODA Covers the Court AiRAY and ViRAY on target at the Netball World Cup Adlib Sound Light and Visual Solutions supplied full technical production for the event including a CODA Audio Sound system.

CODA Audio AiRAY Keeps to The Script Coda Audio
December 22nd, 2019 - CODA Audio Systems were chosen in the first instance for the sheer quality of their sound but as is quickly becoming clear these ultra light ultra compact boxes offer a great deal more besides a centre cluster of 8 ViRAY and 8 x 15 SC2 flown subs per side.

Milan Latin Festival Supported by CODA Audio Gear ARTS
December 10th, 2019 - The power and flexibility of CODA Audio systems was demonstrated to perfection by Suono e Luci at the Milan Latin Festival ViRAY was used to great effect in conjunction with speakers from across the CODA range to provide the sonic backbone of this hugely popular event.

ViRAY npb online de
November 24th, 2019 - installations ViRAY has been created to surpass and excite the needs of both user and listener in equal measure. Introducing “ViRAY” Coda Audio’s new compact 3 way symmetrical line array system with DDP technology As with all Coda Audio products the design concept of a new product always start with the key components ViRAY is no

ADLIB Tones Up With New Coda ViRAY System Live Design
January 6th, 2013 - This was the second tour outing for Adlib’s new ViRAY system purchased shortly after its official launch in October it follows the outstandingly good results that have been achieved with Adlib’s other Coda systems The ViRAY uses the same revolutionary driver format as Coda’s LA series and is light weight and ideal for an academy town.

Coda Audio Launches ViRAY with DDP Dual Diaphragm Planar
November 22nd, 2019 - ViRAY can also be fully integrated with Coda Audio’s RC Power DSP management racks making it a truly complete system It can be used in passive or bi amp configurations with six ViRAY elements run from one amplifier channel in passive mode and maximum engineer control available in bi amp mode.

Coda ViRay Audio Installation for Liverpool Philharmonic
November 26th, 2019 - Coda Audio ViRAY Specification The main PA hangs comprise 14 x flown Coda ViRAY per side supported by three Coda SC2 F bass units flown immediately behind the main arrays At the heart of the ViRAY sound is the newly developed dual diaphragm planar wave driver – a 2 way coaxial system utilising two concentric annular ring diaphragms.
Adlib announced as Coda Audio ViRAY distributor for the UK
April 10th, 2014 - Liverpool based Adlib’s sales division has been appointed a UK distributor for Coda Audio’s ViRAY and TiRAY product ranges. The audio rental specialist and technical solutions provider has backed and invested heavily in the German owned Coda brand since its launch and was an early adopter of.

coda audio Installation amp AV Technology Europe
November 3rd, 2019 - Audio Adlib installs Coda ViRAY audio system into Liverpool Philharmonic Hall. The UK’s first Coda Audio ViRAY sound system has been installed into Liverpool Philharmonic Hall home of the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra and one

Video content for Brands amp Pro Audio DAS FILM
June 22nd, 2019 - DAS FILM creates promotional documentary and film for brands and artists with a speciality in Pro Audio. Keeping the story at the forefront and creating video content that conveys your message to your audience.

Coda Audio ViRay Soundbros Oy

Coda ViRAY Passes Latin Test Lighting amp Sound America
December 16th, 2019 - Claudio Saoncella, head of audio at Suono e Luci valued customers of Coda Audio’s Italian distributor Decima 1948. opted for a ViRAY solution configured in Bi Amp. The system was installed into the Festival’s 1,500 sq m outdoor area which contained seating for more than 6,500.

Nathalie Meskens Brings Motown to Belgium with CODA Audio
December 16th, 2019 - ANTWERP, Belgium – For Nathalie Meskens’ soul music tour “Meskens in Motown” the Flemish performer and her FOH engineer Peter Claes chose a CODA Audio ViRAY system provided by Dilbeek Belgium based Haifax Studio. The gear was sourced via CODA Audio’s Belgian distributor Viladco.

ViRAY – Coda Audio
December 27th, 2019 - The CODA EASE Focus 3 simulation software allows you to calculate the perfect setup for every application. For special applications and to further enhance the audio experience ViRAY systems can be extended with the SCP sensor controlled double 18” subwoofer as a complementing tool.

Coda Audio AiRAY ViRAY Placebo 20th Anniversary Arena
November 26th, 2019 - This PA of the Day is from Paul Ward. Here are some pictures from the Placebo 20th Anniversary Arena Tour which used a PA by Coda Audio. Coda Audio PA – 56x AiRAY Dual 12? Line array system– 30x ViRAY Dual 8? Line array system– 24x SC2 F Dual 15? Bass extension– 28x SCP F Dual 18? … Read More Load All Pictures
Coda Audio ViRAY
October 4th, 2019 - ??????????? ??????????? ????????? ??????? ViRAY ????? ??????????? ????????????? ???????? ?

Coda Audio ViRAY Line Array Buy or Hire Today Adlib
November 29th, 2019 - Coda Audio ViRAY is available to buy or hire from Adlib in the UK Request a ViRAY hire or sales price below Buy New Hire About Coda Audio ViRAY The ViRAY is a compact 3 way symmetrical line array module designed for small to medium venues where high fidelity sound and outstanding intelligibility is required

Coda ViRAY Compact 3 Way Symmetrical Line Array System
December 5th, 2019 - Coda Audio ViRAY is a compact 3 way symmetrical line array module designed for small to medium venues where high fidelity sound and outstanding intelligibility is required

CODA AiRAY Power Reigns Supreme on Singapore Parade
November 24th, 2019 - Highly experienced independent audio consultant Shah Tahir had overseen the design of the sound system for each of the previous eight Parades but this was the first at the relatively new Sports Hub Overseen by the military under whose auspices the event takes place Tahir settled on CODA Audio’s AiRAY system to deliver the necessary precision

Coda Audio Airay Gearslutz
December 11th, 2019 - That is an old system I believe Coda has developed its products a lot specially the LA Tiray Viray and Airay are the new LA products Given the capacity and intent of use of the systems comparing the Airay to the LA4 makes no sense at all Best to go to Adlib they distribute Coda and use the Airay

NENA Takes CODA Audio AiRAY on the Road with AMBION « FOH
November 21st, 2019 - The tour budget specified one 40 tonne semi trailer for the entire audio inventory so given the variety of venue sizes AMBION supplied a system with the best power to size weight ratio currently available on the market – CODA Audio AiRAY AiRAY was supplemented by ViRAY SC2 F sensor controlled bass extensions SCP F sensor controlled

Coda Audio PA system used for gig at the summit of Swiss
October 12th, 2017 - Coda Audio distributor for Switzerland Schallwerk Audiotechnik supplied sound reinforcement for a gig 2 000 metres above sea level at the summit of Mount Pilatus above the Swiss city of Lucerne Taking place on Saturday 28 August the gig featured local artists Dada Ante Portas and Henrik Belden
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